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Qests have been made in the NACA 4- by 6-foot vertical
wi~d tunnel of an KACA 0009 airfoil with a 30-perceat-chord
flap having a medi-un e.mo-intof aerodynamic overhanging bal-
ance. In the investigation the efiects of the shape of the
flay-nose’ overhan,g’and the gap at the ncse of the flap have
beeu determined. A fe~~ tests ~~ere made to determine the
effectiveness of a tak on:tke balanced surface. ‘J?heaero-
dyzanic sectioz characteristics of the various arrangements
tested are given, .$pe.rti,alanalysis of the data has ~een
made, and the results discussed.

!?he results indicate that, in general, the lift effec-
tiveness of the aerodynamically haianced flap was increased
slightly over that of a plain flap when a blunt or nedium
flap nose was used on the balanced flap. The balance effec-
tiveness of the flap having the’ medium amount of aerodynamic
balance showea an appreciable increase over that of a flap
having a small aerodynamic halacce. The flap with the
blunt nose shape proved to be the most effective in reduc-
ing flap hinge moments. The adverse effect of an unsealed .
gap on ih8 balance effectiveness of the f?Lap with a medium
amount of aerody~amic overhang appeared to be of smaller
magnitude than for a plain flap or a flap having a small
aerodynamic overhang. The medium nose on the flap gave the
highest values of lift at positive angles of attack and
flap deflection with the largest gap tssted. The effective-
ness of a tab as a.balancing devics for a flap having a
medium amount. of aero,dynamtc overhang was slightly less
than for a plain flap, The minimum profile-drag coefficient
of the airfoil with the most tapered nose shape was 0.0024
greater than for the airfoil with the blunt nose flap, ;
while the medium nose flap Ori the airfoil resulted in Qn
increase of 0.0014 in profile-drag coefficient over that
for the airfoil with the blunt nose flap.
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INTRODUCTION

The problem of reducing the hinge moments on the con-
trQls of an airplane is becoming more acute with the in-
creases of speed and size of modern airplanes. To Cops

with this problem the NACA has in progress an extensive
investigation of the aerodynami~ characteristics of con- .
irol surfaces. The investigation has as its purpose the
presentation of design data for the determination of the
types of flap arrangement suitable for use as control sur-
faces. Because a conventional control surface is merely
a flap on an airfoil, these two terms are u8ed synonymously
in this paper.

As part of this investigation, the effects of flap-
nose shape, flap-nose gap, and baiance on a typical hori-
zontal. tail of finite span were determined in the full-
scale wind tunnel. (See reference 1.) The more detailed
part of the investigation is, however; being made in tv;o-
dimensional flow. . .

The first part of the two-dimensional flow investi-
gation was the determination of the section characteris-
tics of airfoil-flap combinations with plain flaps of
various sizes and with sealed gaps. (See references 2,
3, and 4.) !Phe data presented in references 2, 3, and
“4 have been analyzed, and parameters for determining the
characteristics of a thin symmetrical airfoil with a plain
flap of any chord and a sealed gap at the flap nose are
given in reference 5. The results of force tests of a
plain flap with various gaps at the flap nose are reported
in reference 6. Tests tO determine the effect of flap-
nose shape on a 30-percent-chord flap having a 20-percent-
flap-chord overhanging balance with various gaps at the
flap nose were conducted in the HACA 4- by 6-foot wind
tunnel, and. the results are presented in reference ‘i’..

The present investigation consisted of tests of an o
alz%oil having a 30-percent-chord flap with a 35-percent-
flap-ohord overhanging balance of several nose shapes and
with various amounts of gap at the flap nose. To expedite
*#.@ publication of the data, only a very limited analysis
: the results has been made.

,.
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APPARATUS AND MODZL
. .

The” -fiestawere made in the ITACA 4- by 6-foot verti-
ca,l wind tunnel (rs~erence 8), modified as described in

t ref’srencs 2 for force tests in two-dimensional flow. A
I three-coinponeut balance ~ystem has bc=n installed in the

tunfiel. Gn-this balance, the aerodynamic forces of lift,
drag, and the pitching moments are measured independently

. and simul’taneousiy. The hinge moments of the flap and the
tab are neesu~ed with special torque rod balances built
into the model...

!l?ke2-foot-chord by 4-foot-span mGdel was the same
model used for the, investigations reported in references
6 and 7, but with modifications so that {ests could be
bade with a medium overhanging balance on the flap. (See
fig. 10) The mdd.el wes made of laminated mahogany to the
NACA 0009 profile, the stations and ordinates of which are
given in table I. The flap chord, measured from the flap
hin~e axis to the trailia~ @d&e, is 30 percent of the air-
foil chord. .Yhe overhanging balance ahead of the flap
hinge axis is 35 percent of the flap chord. The flap-nose
shaye anL the gap betveen the, airfoil and the f18.p were
varied by detachable flap nose blocks and airfoil tail
blocki ahead .of -the flap nose. In accordance with the
results of the flap-nose-shape investigation in reference
7, three flap.’nose shapes similar t-a those previously inw
vesiigated were tested. The nose shapes are shown in
figure 1, and- are designated- blunt, medium, and sharp.
qhg tatb W2,S made of brass, and the nose rad-ius iS approxi-

‘matiely one-half the airfo?il thickqes-s at the tab hinge
axis. 2he gap betveen the flap and th8 tab was fixed at
0.1 of 1 percent of the’ airfoil chord.

‘I%e model,when mounted in the tunnel, com~letel~
spanned the test section. llith this type of installation
two-dimensioqel flow is approximated, and the section
characte:isiics of the airfoil$ flap, and tab can be de-
termined, The model was attached to the balance frame by
torque tubes, which extended through the sides of the tun-
nel. (See reference 2.) ‘l?heangle of attack was set from
?2Utsid.athe i;>~.~n~l by rotating tb> torque tuh~~~ with
an electric driTe. “Elap and tab, deflections were set in-
side the tunnel and were held by friction clamps on the
torque.rods which were used.,in meaeuring the hinge moments.



TESTS
.

The tests were made at a d~namic pressure of 15 pounds
per square foot, which corvespofids to an air velocitx of
alout 76 miles per hour at stanisrd sea-level condiiions~

. The effective Rey~olds numke~’ ;7 the tests wos approximately
2,760,000. [3ffective Reyn61L.; riumber = test Reynolds
nunber X turbulence f=ctcr. Tne turbulence factor. for the
4- by 6-f% Te?rkiczl tunnel is I09?JO)

Tests were mafie on the airfoil with the blunt9 medium,
and sharp nose flaps to determ;ne. the effects of sealed
gap and O.OCIC, 0.G135c, and O,O1OC size gaps at the flap
nose. Flap d.sflection~ weze set from 0° to 18° or 20° for
the tests with sealsd gap and fl’~m O“ to 25° in 5° incre-
ments fo= the teits of the various unsealed gaps. f?he

flaps with ths sharp. and me@ium n~ses were tested at a
flap defection of 180 instead of at 200 because 18° was
the maximum deflection at vhich these flap-n~se shapes
could be tested with the gap grease-sealed.

Tab tests were m&le using the medium flap nose only.
Deflections of the tab of Oo and .~bo were tested at flap

deflections of 0° a~d 105, The gap at the flap nose was
sealed for all tab keStS.

Throughout all the test:, lift, drag, and pitching
moments of the airfoil and the hinge moments of the flap
and the tab were measured. Sor each flap or tab setting,
force tests were made throughout the entire angle-of- .
attack range from negative stall to positive stall ‘at 2°
increments of angie,of attack. Near the airfoil stall,
however, the results at increments of 1° were recorded.

RESULTS .

Synbols

The coefficients and the symbol-s used in :this paper
are defined as follows:

cl airfoil section lift coefficient
“( )

~
qc

cd airfoil section profile-drag coefficient
()

~

o qo

cm airfoil section pitching-moment coefficient about

()
the quarter-chord point of the airfoil &

qca

.-
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flap section hinge-moment coefficient
h

Ch
f (~) 2

Cht tab section hinge-moment coefficient ( hkj

\ qcta

‘i airfoil section” lift

&o airfoil profile drtig

Ic airfoil section pitchiug..moment about the quarter-
chor’d poi’nt of the airfo~l

‘f .flap section”kinge ‘moment ‘

tab section’ kinge nomenthi . . .,

c. ciiord of. ai’?foil with flap and tah neutral
. .

cf flap chord (measured’ from fla “hinge’ axis to
.. trailing edge, tab neutral Y

..’: ,. .

Ct tab chord

q dynamic pressure (1/2pV2)

and
,.
.,

‘O angle of attack for airfoil of infinite aspect
ratio

.-,
. 6f flap deflection with respect to airfoil

St tab.deflection with respect, to flap
,,J . .

.. . . .
,. Precision

The acc.u~acy of the data is’ inticated by the devia-
tion fron zero of the lift and moinent coefficients at zero
angle of attack and flap deflection. The maximum error
-in effective angle of attack at zero lift appears to ~e
.,about +0;.2°.

j~unnel corrections> experimentally determined in the
.4- @y 6-foot vertical tunnel, were applied--t”o the lift
coefficients only. The hinge-moment coefficients, there-
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fore, are pro%ably higher than would be obtained in free
flight; hence the values presented are considered to be
conservative. The increments of airfoil profile-drag
coefficient should be reasonably independent of tunnel
effect although the absolute values of the drag coeffi-
cient are subject to an undetermined correction.

Inaccuracies in the airfoil, flap, and ta%-section
data are thought to he negligible relative to thq inac-
curacies that will be incurred in the application of the
data to practical installations.

Aerodynatiic Section Characteristics

The results of the tests to determine the section
characteristics of the airfoil and the flap having a
0.35C* overhang and blunt nose are given in figure 2(a)

for tie sealed-gap condition, in figure 2(b) for a OeOOlc
gap, in figure 2(c) for a 0.005c gap, and in figure 2(d)
for a CI.OIOc

?
In figures 3{&), 3(b), 3(c), and 3(d)

and 4(a), 4(b Tl(c), and 4(d) the results of tests of
the various gay conditions for the airfoil with the flap
having the medium and sharp nose, respectively~ are pre-C
sentedt

DISCUSSION

Lift

act()The slope of the lift-coefficient curve — 9
~ao 8

f

in agreement with the results of references 6 and 7, was
approximately 0.097 for the condition of sealed gaps, re-
gardless of the flap-nose shape. In general, increases
in the size of the gap at the flap nose caused the value

ac~()of — to decrease. The lift-coefficient curves
6a. a

f

for the conditions of unsealed gaps beer.me increasingly
nonlinear as the angle of attack, flap deflectiontor the
taper of the flap nose increased. The fiap lift effective~

ness ,
(
a3Q\
%f )

was also greatly affected by the presence

cl

--

,.

.“
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of a gap at the flap nose. In “general, increase-s in the

MJ.
gap size gave de’creas6S in the &alue of

()a6f ‘
and

In cl “
m .’

the magnitude of these decreases were the greatest at the
3 ,high -values of ct. Exceptions to the foregoing statement

were noted in the case of the flap with the” medium nose
and with gap of 0.005c and O.OIOc~ (See figs. 3(6) a~d
V(d).) A%.positive values’of c1 “and flap deflections..

between 10° and 15° an inarease in
acto

()~ c1
was observeL,

and the magnitude of the increases was greater with the
.. larger gap.- The condition is proba%ly caused by a radical.
. . flow phenomenon and’was al~o observed in the results of

reference 7, but to a lesser degree. .
.. .- .’

,’ .,

pitching Moments ‘
.,.

lfith the blunt nose flap neutral and t“he gap sealed, “’
the rate of change of pitching-moment coefficient with

,>
-.,

~
lift coefflci.ent

,( )
was about O.OIOj which is in

%sf” ,,., ‘ ..,
., ..

agreement with the val.uea.giveq, in. references 6 and 70
The greatest effe”ct-o’f.increasing the gap on cm was the .

,..,
acmreduction in

()~’
which was otiserved at high val-

c~ . .

ues of c~o This result is indicated by the steepening
of the cm curves for the various values, of 6*. ?iith

()
“ the gap unsealed, the value o,f %

a6f
also decreased

01.

with increase in taper of the flap-nose shapes (See figs.
- 2(c) ~nd 2(d)”, 3(c) and 3(d), and .4(c) @rid.4(d).) .

> ,.
. . .. . .. .. . . . ‘

. . . Hinge ~omeri~s of the” E’lap

The effect of the presence of a gap, gap size, and
flap-nose shape on the variatio’ti“o’f”the flap hinge-moment

coefficient with lift coej?ficient
(%acl ‘

as shown

8f
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by the” data in figures 2, 3, and 4, was negligible. E’or

the flap with the medium and sharp nose shapes, at a given
\ ac

value of’ Clt however, the ~alue of
(=)

increased
as~

‘t

very slightly as the gap was increased. The lowest value

“f ( -)= was obtained with the blunt nose flap~ and
,,

1
the value of the parameter increased with increase in taper
of the flap nose.

Criterion of’ Balance Effectiveness

A criterion of %alance effectiveness is the increment
in flap hinge-moment coefficient ACh for a given incre-

f

men+ in lift coefficient Acle Figure 5 shows this char-

acteristic of the flap with the blunt nose at angles of
attack of -8°, OOs 8° and the various gap arrangements
tested. Similar plots are presented in figure 6 for the
flap with the medium nose, and in figure 7 for the flap .
with the sharp nose.

E2mct of ~ams.- In general, the results indicate
that for the medium and sharp nose flaps, as the gap size
increased, the Achf for a given Acl increased slightly

at angles of attack of -8° and OO. The maximum value of
Acl at an angle of attack of 0° was, howevert obtained

with the nedium nose flap and the largest gap. For the
high positive angle-of-attack condition the sealed gap was “
best for the sharp nose flap. The medium nose flap was
best at the high angle-of-attack condition with the gap
sealed for flap deflections up to 10°, while for flap de-
flections greater than 10° the largest gap gave the highest
values of Lc\. In contrast to the results obtained in
reference.?, the blunt nose flap appeared to have the most
balance effectiveness with the largest gap for all angles
of attack investigated. Nor the f,laps with the 0..35cf
overhang, however, the effect of the presence of gap or
gap size was slight, except at the high positive angle of
attack.

1
~ feCt of flare nose shame.- In agreement with the

.
:,.. ,... ..... ‘.: . .

,

.-

,.

--

.
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resalts of reference 7, the blunt nose flap gave the
Dmallest values of Acbg for a given Acl. .Wle medium
nose flap, however, mez tained lift and lalance effective-
ness at higher flap deflections for all angles of attack

n
In than did the blvat nose flap, andO he~ce, gave the larger

x
values o? Acto The balaace effectiveness of the sharp
nose fla_J was loss Than for either tb.e bltuit or med~.um
nose flap. !i?hc value: of AChf for a given value of Act are

much less for the flap havi”ng the O~35cf overhang than for
the flap hevim~ the 0.20cf ovsrhang reported in reference
7*

~a~ Characteristics

In accordance with the conclusion of reference 7
that tab characteristics vere generall~ independent of
flap-nose shapes only a very limited investigation of tab
cilaractel-istics on the flap having a 0035e+ overhang was
conducted The aerodynamic section characteristics of
the airfoil with the mediwo nose flap nentral an~ deflect-
ed 10° f-or tab deflections of 0° and +15° are presented
in figure E.aad exhibit no unusual characteris%%ss .The
values 0: Ac ~ aad Achi caused by tab deflections .for

the flap neutral and deflected 10° are plotted for angles
of attack of -80, 0°, and 80 in figure 9. The results
indicate that when the fl~.p was nsutral or deflected 10°
the values of Act ceused by tab deflection were general-
ly about the same as those for the plain flap reported in
reference 6 aud the flap having a 0.20c f overhang reported
in reference ‘7. The values of Achf caused by tab de-

flectio;ls were gene~ally slightly less th~,n those obtained
with the ta% on a plain flap.. This result would indicate
the balance effectiveness of a tab on a flap having a me-
dium anount of overhanging balance is slightly 1sss than
foc a plain flap and tab coinbination.

Profile Drag

Because genesally the drag coefficient of a tail sur-
face is considered onl~ for a high-speed or c~utsing-speed
condition, the profile-drag coefficients fo~ all test con-
ditions have not keen presented. The profile-drag coeffi-
cients are plotted in figurfi 10 against the airfoil section
lift coefficients for the a~,foil with the flap neutral and
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for eech flaF-nose sl=ape and gap arrangement tested. VTitll

e~ci flap-Iiose shape tha drag increased with increasing gap
and the i~crem~nts cav.sed by gap became greatez as the
lift coefficient varied from zei”o. !i%e minimum proffle-
drag coefftcieut was obtatned with ,the blunt nose flap hav-
the gap sealed., and ‘.;as0.0058. Ifith the blunt Lose f]ap
and..see.led-g=p condition as a basiss the il~creme~t of
.profile-dzag coefficient with the aeiliw flap aose shape
and gap sealed was 0.0014, while with the sharp nose shape
and gap sealed the increment in Frofzle-+lrag coefficient
was 0.0024. Becau3e of a relati=~e~y large unknown tunnel
correction, the drag coefficients cannot be considered
a%sol.ute; however, the relative. values akould be independ-
ent of tunnel effects.

.

4

~~r at,et,er~a- The use of aarodyna.mi&pram&ers is a
direct means 3Y which the chartiaristics of the differ-
ent flap-nosa shapes and the varicma amounts OS aerody-
namic overhang m~y be compared. (See refmwrtce 5.) It iS
not within the scope of this paper “to ma?ce a complete
analysis b~ this msthod, but it is..im~o~~wnt *hatp in gen-
eral, the effect on the parame.~s of the aer~dynamic
overhang, flap-nose” shape, and gap be treaLedti-

tho value of
act

() K ~f
for the- bluut nose-flap nautral

and tha gap sf3a.le&’was-&_09’70 &@Lroa~6emsede the
value of this paraueter decraeae d as the gap size increased,
the magnitude of these decreases baing-largest for tha

duo~
‘sha~-nose flap. The fl.ap”~lf-t-<ff+ctiwnesa -

()ZK-f c1
.for-%he b3.nnt and .medium-no~-~lap~wi.-th tha-.gaps sealed
was about -036@. !l!.evalue of the flap lift effectiveness “
for the blunt nose and medimm-nose 0.30c flqadaving a
0.35Cf overhang was ther-efore s13.g.bt&-hLghe~ than the
flap effectiveness of -0.57 for the 0S30C pl..ainflap. and
0>30c flap having a 0a20cf praz%~--as-raported in refer-—

. . &Iq’eneos. 6 and ‘7. !J!he-reibc-tions_,in
. (J

a&. =.<s-sed by
the ‘>repence. of. a gap -at+%he--flay >s-e wera .gre-ate%t-at
the high values of C%. The lift effe~~as of the
sharp nose flap was genarall.y less than for the.medl.um ad
blunt nose flaps for all tes&eonillAion.a. _
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TWO parameters of major concern to the designer of
a eo~trol surface are the flap hinge-moment parameters,

*

( ‘C=’) f‘Ch+

)and(~a; The flap with the 0.35cf over-
aao ~

f

hang had a value for
(Xh )

&
aa

of about -0.0035 for
o 82

all nose shapes with gaps sealed, and this value was. re-

ac
ducsd sli@t17 with gap. The valus of

(A).aao ~f
ob-

tained with the flap having a small overhang in reference
7 was about -0.0060, which indicctes that the 0035cf over-

hang on the flap resulted in an appreciable reduction @ ,

the value of this parameter.
(’c’f)

The value of —
‘ a6f a.

varie{d with nose shape. ?~ith the blunt nose shape and
sealeti gap tha value vas -0.0033, which was’ the lowest
value .obt,ained with the 0.35cf overhang on the flap.” “The—

values of
( %..i

for the medium and sharp nose. flaps\

were about -0.0055 &d -0.0076, respectively. The small-

est value of
~ ‘(*)

for the flap with the 0020cf “
.,, L a.
overhatig (reference 7) was obtained with the blunt nose

flap and vas -0.0088, The valuis”of
(‘)

were gefi-
asf
. a.

.erally reducsd by the presence of a gape Brom this dis- .
cussion, it would follow that the paraneter for free-

control effectiveness
()

*
will be the highest

izo; c
Y.f.’=0

for the blunt nose flap.’ “ ,

Because the effect of gap on certain parameters is
quite marked$ it is essential that some additional con-
sideration bo given to this phonomonon. The Changes in

tho paramotors caused by gap increase in magnitude as the
angle of attack, flap dcflOction~ or lift cOOfficiOnt
increa30s positively from zero. These changes in the values
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of the parameters indicate a trend toward a nonlinear
variation of the aerodynamic coefficients; and when the
nonlinear variation is large, the parameters cannot be
used accurately to determine the aerodynamic characteris-
tics of a control surfaceO

CONCLUSIONS

The results of the tests of a 0.30c flap having a
o.35cf aerodynamic overhang indicate that the largest re-

duction in the flap section hinge-moment coefficient was
obtained with the blunt nose flap. The lift effectiveness
of the flap with either a blunt or fiedium nose shape and
a 0.35cf overhang was slightly greater than that obtained
with a plain flap or a flap having a small aerodynamic
overhang. “The adverse effect of a gap at the flap nose on
the balance effectiveness of a flap having a 0.350f over-
hang generally was less than for a plain flap or a flap
having a small aerodynamic balance. ~fhen the angle of at-
tack and the flap deflection were both positive, the test
data indicate that with a blunt or medium nose flap, the
largest gap gave the highest values of airfoil section
lift coefficient and the most balance effectiveness at
large flap deflecttons~

The effect of tab deflection on the hinge-moment coef-
ficient of a flap with 0.35cf aerodynamic overhang was less
than for the same size tab on a plain flap, but this reduc-
tion in balance effectiveness of the tab was very slighti

The minimum profile-drag coefficient was obtained
with the blunt nose flap neutral and with the gap sealed.
The medium and sharp nose flaps gave increments in minimum
profile-drag coefficients of 0~0014 and 0.0024, respective-
1~, over that obtained with the blunt nose flap.

Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory
Hational Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,

Langley Field, Ta.

.“
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TA3Lti I

NACA 0009 airfoil

[All dimensions in percent chord]
—

~t~tion

o
1.25
2.5
5.0
7*5

10
15
~o

25
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
95
200
100

—

Ordinates

Upper

o
1.42
1.36
2.6’7
3,15
3.51
4.01
4.30
4.46

4050
4.35
3.97
3.42

2.75
1.97
1.09
,60

( .10)
o

o
-1.42
-1.96
-2.67
-3,15
-3,51
-4aoI.
-4.30
-4.46
-4.50
-4.35
-“3.s7
-3.42
-2.75
-1.97
-1.09
-.60
(-.10)
o

Leading edge radius: 0.89

.,
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Medium nose profile

.’,.]
~{!

.,’.
.. .,

.,, ,
,!

,., .,

!

[ 1SWons moss fed from flap nose,
?end ordimfm rom chordi%e.

+-----+o~ 3L2W

Stafion

o
.15
.50
L00
~2.00
3.CU
4W
5.00
7.00
9.cu
//.00
/3.00
1490

Ordinate

,:4
..97
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(a) Gap sealed.

Figure 2a to d.- Aerodynamic section characteristics of an NACA 0009
airfoflwith 0.30c flap and 0.35cf overhang. Biunt-nose flap.
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(c) 0.005C gap.
Figure 2.- Continued.
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(d) O.O1OC gap.
Figure 2.- Concluded.
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(b) 0.00Ic @p.
Figure 3.- Continued.
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(c) 0.005C gap. -
Figure 3.- Continued.
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(d) O.O1OC @p.
Figure 3.- Concluded.
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Figure5.- Blunt-noseflap.
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Figure 9.. - Variation of A01 W dchf with &. Medium-flapnose on
O.35af flap overhang; gap sealed. .
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